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                                     Abstract

In this article we develop a theory of bridging inferences in a dynamic frame theory that is an extension of Incremental Dynamics. In contrast to previous approaches bridging is seen as based on predictions/expectations that are triggered by discourse referents in a particular context where predictions are (more specific) instances of Questions under Discussion. In our frame theory each discourse referent is associated with a frame f that contains the information known about it in the current context. Predictions/QuDs are modelled as sets F of extensions of this frame relative to a (possibly complex) attribute about whose value no information is given so far. A continuation of the current context answers a question if it introduces a frame \(f'\) that contains information about the value of the attribute corresponding to the question. The set F is constrained by a probability distribution on the domain of frames. Only those extensions are considered whose conditional probability in the current context is high. The relation between f and \(f'\) can be restricted in several ways. Bridging inferences correspond to those restrictions in which (i) the frames belong to the semantic representations of two clauses and (ii) the relation is established by a separate update operation (The research was supported by the German Science Foundation (DFG) funding the Collaborative Research Center 991. We would like to thank the two reviewers as well as the editors for helpful comments and suggestions).
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                             Notes
	1.This difference will be reflected in the formal theory by having two bridging conditions. See below, Sects. 6 and 7 for details.


	2.Alternatively, it can be taken as a frame scheme or a frame type. In this case it refers to the set of weddings which have a location and in which the meal is made up by a starter, a main course and a dessert. In the text, a frame depicted is always meant as an instantiated frame in the sense that each node has a particular object as value.


	3.Strictly speaking, it assigns to a frame f a 1-place function as attributes are required to be functional.


	4.If possible worlds and frames are taken as relational models, the relation between them can be made precise in the following way. Each frame is a particular submodel \(\mathcal {M}\) of a possible world \(\mathcal {M}_w\). \(\mathcal {M}\) is constructed from \(\mathcal {M}_w\) as follows. In a first step one forms the reduct \(\mathcal {M}'\) of \(\mathcal {M}_w\) to the language \(\mathfrak {L}\) on which the frame is based. In a second step, one considers the set S of submodels \(\mathcal {N}\) of \(\mathcal {M}'\) that satisfy the axioms imposed on the frame. A frame is then any minimal model in S. See [NP17] for details.


	5.Though the elements are relations, we write for example \(\pi \,{\cap \uparrow }\sigma \) instead of \([\![\pi \,{\cap \uparrow }\sigma ]\!]\) to ease readability.


	6.This definition of closure under prefixes assumes a function that maps each \(\textsc {attr}\) to its target sort \(\sigma \). In [NP17] this functional relation between an attribute and a sort is defined in an extension of the current theory that is based on an order-sorted logic for attributes and sorts. In particular, one has in the signature of this logic a \(\textit{Sort} \times \textit{Sort}\)-indexed family of sets of (attribute) function symbols \((\mathcal {A}_{\sigma ,\sigma '})_{\sigma , \sigma ' \in \textit{Sort}}\). For \(\textsc {attr} \in \mathcal {A}_{\sigma ,\sigma '}\), one writes \(\textsc {attr} : \sigma \rightarrow \sigma '\). \(\sigma \) is called the \(\textit{source sort}\) and \(\sigma '\) the \(\textit{target sort}\) of \(\textsc {attr}\). See [NP17] for details.


	7.See [Pn97] for a formal analysis in which achievement verbs like ‘arrive’ are analyzed as boundary events of other, non-boundary events.


	8.We leave out the information related to the verb ‘take’.


	9.Recall that \(\varDelta \,{\cap \downarrow }\phi \) restricts the relation expressed by \(\downarrow \phi \) to those elements \(\langle o, o' \rangle \) from \(D_o \times D_o\) for which one has \(o = o'\), i.e. \(\downarrow \phi \) is restricted to the diagonal of \(D_o \times D_o\).


	10.Requiring that \(F_o\) be a subset of the non-factual \(\pi \)-extensions of \(f_o\) raises the question of how this set can be further restricted. In general we taken the determination of the initial \(F_o\) to be context-specific, based on probabilities. We will come back to this question at the end of this section.


	11.Recall from Sects. 2 and 3 that an information state is a set of possibilities and that a possibility is a pair \(\langle c,w\rangle \) consisting of a stack c and a world w. In contrast to Sect. 3 our stack elements are now pairs \(\langle o, \langle f_o,F_o\rangle \rangle \) with object o, its frame \(f_o\) and a set of \(\pi \)-extensions \(F_o\). In (25)–(27) o is used for objects, f for frames, F for sets of frames, c for stacks, i, j for stack indices and s for possibilities. Note that while \(\pi \) is used for chains of attributes, \(\pi ^1\) and \(\pi ^2\) denote the projection function.


	12.\(c \approx _i c'\) says that the stacks c and \(c'\) differ at most w.r.t. the value assigned to position i.


	13.In the definitions of \(\cdot \) and \(\cup \), \(\phi \) and \(\psi \) map possibilities (i.e. pairs \(\langle c, w\rangle \) consisting of a stack and a world) to sets of possibilities.


	14.Recall that the value of \(\theta \) for a frame f is closed under supersorts. Hence, \(\theta (f_{o'})\) is, in effect the set \(\{ \varDelta \,{\cap \downarrow } \mathbf{dog }, \textsc {behaviour}\,{\cap \uparrow }\mathbf{friendly }, \textsc {behaviour}\,{\cap \uparrow }{\mathbf{behaviour }}\}\). This set is a superset of the set \(\theta (f^{\textsc {behaviour}}_{o})\) given next.


	15.Therefore, the use of default logic in [AL98] and weighted abduction in [HSAM93] is replaced by probability measures on frame hierarchies.
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